IMAGECAST® CENTRAL

Efficient & Scalable Central Count System.

Uses industry-leading COTS hardware to decrease costs and minimize risk of failure.

Intuitive software that uses touchscreen navigation and requires minimal training.

Modular and scalable to an election of any size - meeting the needs of all jurisdictions.

Meets EAC security standards to preserve integrity and auditability.

Get in touch
1. 866. 654. VOTE (8683)
sales@dominionvoting.com
www.dominionvoting.com
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Streamline Central Count Processes

• Ballots, scanned in batches, are processed based on jurisdictional requirements and preferences.

• Once scanned, ballots with out-stack conditions are automatically sent to the Adjudication application for digital ballot review.

Engineered Simplicity

• The operator loads a batch and presses “scan” - simple! When the batch is complete, the operator presses “accept” - easy!

• Simple set-up procedures and easy to follow maintenance schedules ensure ongoing performance throughout your election cycles.

System Flexibility To Meet All Needs

• Provides ample flexibility to meet the needs of small, medium and large jurisdictions.

• Ability to add multiple commercial scanners to increase efficiency without breaking the bank.

Scanning Reliability

• Features AuditMark® ballot image auditing capability that retains a secure digital image of every ballot cast.

• Can be used in conjunction with the Adjudication digital ballot review application.
FLEXIBLE HARDWARE

**CANON M260**
- Low Cost and Highly Scalable
- Fully Integrated with ImageCast Central Software
- Scans single-sided and double-sided 11” to 22” ballots
- Up to 120 images per minute depending on settings

**CANON G2140**
- Mid-range Cost and Highly Scalable
- Fully Integrated with ImageCast Central Software
- Scans single-sided and double-sided 11” to 22” ballots
- Up to 200 images per minute depending on settings

**INTERSCAN HIPRO**
- Single unit for high capacity needs
- Fully integrated with our ImageCast Central Software
- Small footprint of approximately 16 square feet
- Scans single-sided and double-sided 11” to 22” ballots
- Dual input trays for continuous scanning
- Up to 300 images per minute depending on settings

Different Capacity Hardware Options

Makes use of industry-leading commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware to decrease capital costs, minimize risk of hardware failure and improve maintainability.

Most central count solutions that exist in the market today are large, expensive, proprietary solutions that are not scalable, efficient, or easy to maintain - the ImageCast® Central is the opposite.
The ImageCast® Central tabulates paper ballots, quickly, accurately, and transparently. Engineered for simplicity, the system images each ballot, documents all marks, and appends the digital ballot image with an AuditMark summary of voter selections. COTS hardware decreases capital costs and minimizes hardware risks. When paired with our ImageCast® Adjudication, ballots that require voter intent resolution are handled efficiently and transparently, helping you maintain maximum throughput with minimal effort.